Article Galaxy Browser Extension Overview

Article Galaxy Browser Extension is a versatile Research Solutions plug-in that enables researchers to search, purchase, rent, or access any scientific paper directly from their results in PubMed, Google Scholar, or over 80 other popular discovery portals, turning your browser into a scientific search and discovery shopping cart - All in one click.

How To Install:

1. Go to your Article Galaxy platform and sign in with your account credentials.
2. Select Extensions section on the main menu.
3. Click Add to browser. Article Galaxy browser extension automatically detects your type of browser and guides you through installation process. Available for Chrome, Edge, Safari, and Mozilla Firefox.
How To Use:

1. **Perform** a query search in PubMed, Google, or a discovery website.

2. **Article Galaxy Browser Extension** will identify citations located on the website.

3. **Click** the Browser Extension banner to access the searched content (whether to purchase, rent, or simply review).

4. **Explore** all functionalities included in the Article Galaxy Browser Extension, like sharing options, scite badge, and more!

**Article Galaxy Browser Extension Features:**

- Empower Search, Discovery, and Acquisition of scientific knowledge from almost any website in just one click.

- Filter and select the most trendy and significant scientific information through our scite badge integration.

- Have broad options of sharing your discovered citations with colleagues or save the results to be reviewed later.
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